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### Title:
Republic of the Philippines vs. The Court of Appeals and Heirs of Irene Bullungan

### Facts:
On September 10, 1955, Irene Bullungan applied for a free patent covering specific lots in
Isabela,  including a disputed portion of  Lot No.  1,  Psu-150801.  The Director of  Lands
approved her application on June 4, 1957, and an Original Certificate of Title No. P-8817
was issued on December 26, 1957. Vicente Carabbacan, claiming a portion of this lot and
alleging overlap with his occupied land, filed a protest in 1961. Despite the Bureau of Lands
dismissing Carabbacan’s protest due to lack of jurisdiction, the Director of Lands ordered an
investigation in 1982.

Subsequent legal battles took place, including a reconveyance action filed by Carabbacan
and a dispute over possession initiated by Bullungan’s heirs. Following an investigation that
confirmed Carabbacan’s long-term cultivation of the disputed land, the Solicitor General,
representing the Republic of the Philippines, filed a complaint in 1986 for the cancellation of
Bullungan’s free patent and title on the grounds of fraud and misrepresentation.

The  Regional  Trial  Court  ruled  in  favor  of  the  Republic,  ordering  the  cancellation  of
Bullungan’s patent and title. However, the Court of Appeals reversed this decision, citing
the indefeasibility of Torrens Titles one year post-issuance.

### Issues:
1. Whether the State can invalidate a free patent and the corresponding title due to fraud
and misrepresentation even after the lapse of one year from issuance.
2. The applicability of public policy considerations in reversion actions involving alleged
fraudulent acquisition of public land.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals’ decision and reinstated the Regional
Trial Court’s ruling. The Court emphasized that fraud and misrepresentation in obtaining a
free  patent  are  valid  grounds  for  annulling  such  titles,  regardless  of  the  one-year
indefeasibility period under the Torrens system. It clarified that state actions for reversion
of fraudulently acquired land to public domain can proceed despite the elapsed period,
citing consistent jurisprudence and legislative intent to prevent unjust enrichment at the
expense of public interest.

### Doctrine:
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The Supreme Court reiterated the principle that lands acquired through fraud from the
public domain do not confer ownership and can be subject to reversion actions by the State,
emphasizing the integrity of public land disposition processes and the indefeasibility of
Torrens Titles does not extend to titles procured through fraudulent means.

### Class Notes:
– The Director of Lands loses control or jurisdiction over land once it becomes private
property through valid patent issuance and registration.
– Actions for reversion to the public domain due to fraudulent grants can still be initiated by
the State after the one-year period from issuance of a patent.
– Indefeasibility of a title under the Torrens system does not protect titles obtained through
fraudulent representations.
– Public policy against enriching oneself through fraudulent land acquisition supports the
State’s power to revert such lands to the public domain.

**Historical  Background**:  This  case highlights  the continuing efforts  and mechanisms
within Philippine jurisprudence to rectify anomalies in land titling, particularly involving
public  lands.  The  ruling  underscores  the  balancing  act  between  the  principle  of
indefeasibility of Torrens Titles and preventing the misuse of land acquisition processes
through fraudulent means. The case is situated within the broader context of land reform
and administration in the Philippines, reflecting the government’s commitment to rectify
past land titling errors and to ensure that land ownership complies with legal and equitable
standards.


